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TEKRA INTRODUCES MARNOT ADVANCED LOW IRIDESCENT (LI) 
POLYESTER TO THE LI LINE OF HARDCOATED FILMS

New Berlin, WI - Tekra is proud to announce the addition of Marnot Advanced™ LI Polyester to 
the Marnot Advanced™ LI portfolio of hardcoated films.

Nothing is more distracting than iridescence, which is that rainbow phenomenon and  
non-uniform pattern that is caused by the interference of lights across the hardcoated surface.  
Iridescence is a problem in today’s hardcoated films, and is especially prominent with opaque 
white and jet black printed parts used in the appliance industry.  To minimize the effect of 
iridescence across the hardcoat, Tekra is the first to introduce a low iridescent hardcoat, 
however until now this has only been available at Tekra on polycarbonate film.

By using refractive index matching technology, Tekra has now introduced a polyester version, 
called Marnot Advanced LI Polyester.  The new Marnot Advanced LI Polyester provides the 
same benefits as Marnot Advanced Polyester, with added low iridescent performance.  
According to Damian Maninno, Tekra’s Market Development Manager for Hardcoated Films, 
“Marnot Advanced LI Polyester and Polycarbonate brings a new level of design flexibility to 
appliance overlay, membrane switch, faceplate, and control panel applications.”
      
Additional features include:

- Heat stabilized polyester provides dimensional stability
- Excellent visual acuity and color brightness
- Superior chemical resistance, including sunscreen and DEET
- Printable with UV and solvent based inks
- Process flexibility: 1st surface texturable, embossable, and diecuttable

Marnot Advanced LI Polyester is available in a 7 and 10 mil thickness at a web width of 49” and 
in 48” x 24” sheets.  Tekra can also convert to any roll size or sheet needed.  For more 
information and to request free samples, please contact Tekra at (800) 491-9578 or visit our 
website at www.tekra.com.    

Tekra, A Division of EIS, Inc. has provided plastic film and adhesive solutions to the printing industry for over 40 
years and to the digital films industry for over 15 years.  Tekra offers proprietary coating technologies, converting 
services, and, through special supplier relationships, a full line of plastic substrates.  Tekra is the North American 
authorized distributor and exclusive distributor to the North American medical diagnostic market for DuPont Teijin 
Films™, the authorized distributor for the polycarbonate film products of SABIC Innovative Plastics in the United 
States and Canada, and an Authorized Converter and Distributor for 3M adhesives.


